On C 1 , write d = 3 + 3, d c = i(3 -3) so that dd c u = 2/33w, and let
n as a distribution for all plurisubharmonic functions u [7] . However, for bounded, C 2 plurisubharmonic functions, Chern, Levine, and Nirenberg [3] have given an estimate which makes it clear how to define (d (Fu) n when u is a continuous plurisubharmonic function. If llwll^ = sup { \u{z)\ : z e 12}, then they prove that for each compact subset K of 12, there is a constant C -C(K) such that f K (dd c uT<C{\\u\\ a } n for all C 1 plurisubharmonic functions u on 12. With this result (and its proof), it is easy to show that the operator (dd c u) n , thought of as a mapping from the C 2 plurisubharmonic functions on 12 to the space of nonnegative Borel measures on 12, has a continuous extension to the space of all continuous plurisubharmonic functions on 12. It is with this definition of (dd c u) n as a nonnegative Borel measure on 12 that we study the Dirichlet problem (1). The differential equation of (1) bears a strong resemblance to the real Monge-Ampere equation (see, e.g. [1] , [5] , [6] ). However, in contrast to the situation for real Monge-Ampere equations there are, in general, many different (but not continuous) plurisubharmonic functions solving (1), at least when the nonnegative measure ji = fP n of (1) is allowed to be singular. Thus, uniqueness is not possible without some mild regularity assumption.
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Our method of proof is the familiar Perron method. The solution is exhibited as the upper envelope of a family of subsolutions. The uniqueness part follows from the following minimum principle. 
In a special case, we also prove a regularity result. with f G C(12) a nonnegative, plurisubharmonic function on 12, then for 1 < ƒ <n,
One interest in the Dirichlet problem (1) results from the work of Bremermann [2] , who introduced the following function. Given 0 G C(312), let 8(0, 12) denote the Perron-Bremermann family of all plurisubharmonic functions v on 12 such that lim sup. ) ^ v(z) < 0(f) for all f G 312, and then define (S0)(z) = sup {v(z)\v G 8(0, £2)}.
Bremermann showed that 50 is plurisubharmonic on 12 and S<j>(z) -• 0(f) as z
